Spring 2011
Senior Thesis Titles

Ashraf Ahmed
Supervisor: Samuel Goldman

"Renewal, Revolution and Reconciliation": From Rousseau to Hegel

Ghedak Nather Ansari
Supervisor: Mary Fawzi

Replenishing the Waters of the Tigris and Euphrates: The Rights, Mental Health, and Lost Years of Externally Displaced Iraqi children and Youth in Jordan and the US Post-2003

Leo Peter Arnaboldi
Supervisor: Nara Dillon

Weapons of the Wealthy: Resource-rich Activism in New York City and Beijing

Bita Assad
Supervisor: Bonnie Talbert

Fusing Theory and Praxis: Foucault, Feminism, and Corporate Social Responsibility

Yoseph Seyoum Ayele
Supervisor: David Ager

Voluntary Associations Between Corporations: A Comparison between ClimateWise and the Equator Principles

Madeleine Elizabeth Ballard
Supervisor: Kevin Caffrey

Songs of Survival: The Role of the Jeliw in HIV/AIDS Education in Mali
Daniel Conrad Barbero  
Supervisor: Eric Nelson

*Domingo F. Sarmiento, Juan B. Alberdi, and Counterrevolutionary Republican Thought in 19th-century Argentina*

Lia Elizabeth Barnes Lenart  
Supervisor: Andrea Walsh

*Advertising Feminism: Dove and the Campaign for Real Beauty*

Michael Aaron Baskin  
Supervisor: Chris Winship

*Defining a Public for the Park: Planning Boston's Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway*

Kristine Ellen Beckerle  
Supervisor: Sa'ed Atshan

*Seeking Justice: The Role of International Protection and Reparations for Palestinian Refugees*

Emiliano Pierre Bourgois-Chacón  
Supervisor: James Herron

*You Try to Tell Us Who We Are, but We Know Because We Have Music: Popular Culture and Political Organizing in Chávez's Venezuela*

Michael Damon, Jr. Burks  
Supervisor: Terry Aladjem

*Every American Deserves Some Loving: An Analysis of the Social and Legal Factors that Overturned Anti-miscegenation Law in the United States*

Christopher James Carothers  
Supervisor: Kevin Caffrey

*Elite Conceptions of Religion in China: The New Generational Divide*
Natalie Cohen Chapman  
Supervisor: Sonja Plesset  

Everyday Feminists: New Perspectives on Feminist Identity and Practice Among Peer Counselors at Harvard College  

Adrian Alechandre Diamond  
Supervisor: Verity Smith  

Ruptures of Hegemony: Art Festivals and Body Politics in a Neoliberal World  

Clay Alexander Dumas  
Supervisor: Howell Jackson  

Loan on Whose Terms?: A Reconsideration of Usury Laws in the Regulation of Credit Cards  

Sarah Edwards Esty  
Supervisor: Terry Aladjem  

Birth of a Wedge Issue: The Party Politics of Abortion in the Roe Era  

Elizabeth Eze  
Supervisor: Sadhana Bery  

Untapped Resources: Increasing the Autonomy of Local Women's NGOs Through Collaborative Work  

Courtney Alyssa Fiske  
Supervisor: Ewa Lajer-Burcharth  

Material Bodies, Compromised Subjects: Chantal Akerman's Singular Feminism  

Jessica Lauren Flakne  
Supervisor: Jonathan Bolton  

Role of Religion in the Thought of T.G. Masaryk: An Inquiry into the Implications of Religion on Theories of Democracy and Nationalism
Carolina Anne Franch  
Supervisor: Scott Staring

*Obscured Reality of Nairobi's Children's Homes: Family Breakdown, Corruption, and the Logic of Patron-clientelism*

Colin Patrick Galster  
Supervisor: Sheila Jasonoff

*Hole in the Bottom of the Sea: Responses to the Deepwater Horizon Spill and the Modern American Offshore*

Eva Ghirmai  
Supervisor: Eric Beerbohm

*Morality, Partiality, And Interpersonal Coherence*

Alice Juliette Marguerite Gissinger  
Supervisor: Peter Gordon

*Making Religion Legal: The Separation and Public Worship in France, 1905-1907*

Gabrielle Kathryn Gould  
Supervisor: Ayca Cubukcu

*Distilling the Universal in a Cultural Minefield: Gender Inequality in Jordan*

Scott Timberlake Gregg  
Supervisor: Marshall Ganz

*Which Wall is It?: Attempts to Influence State Policy in the Arab-Israeli Conflict*

Congcong Guo  
Supervisor: Sheila Jasonoff

*Conceiving Conception: The Bioethics of Assisted Reproductive Policy in China*
Katherine Sarah Hahn  
Supervisor: Chiwen Bao  
"Different Types of Black": Racial/Ethnic Identity Development of Black Immigrant Youth

Tess Margaret Hellgren  
Supervisor: Kiku Adatto  
Bharatanatyam: Tracing a Transnational Tale

Christopher William Higgins  
Supervisor: Calestous Juma  
When Elephants Fight, the Grass Still Suffers: The Place of Ordinary People in Contemporary Sino-African Relations

Mark Peter Hirschboeck  
Supervisor: Nicolas Prevelakis  
Between Federation and Großraum: Carl Schmitt and the European Union

Anna Sharlene Glasmann Ho  
Supervisor: Eric Malczewski  

Rebecca Judith Howe  
Supervisor: Anya Bernstein  
Patient-centered: Increasing Health Care Engagement Through Patient and Provider Strategies

Sarah Justice Howland  
Supervisor: Mary Brinton  
"Not Something Everyone Can Do": The Role of Self-efficacy in Urban Teacher Retention
Eli Jonathan Jacobs
Supervisor: Bo-Mi Choi

Book as Social Actor: Freud and Schreber

Joseph Matthew Jampel
Supervisor: Chiwen Bao

Hindered Engagements: Limits to Student Experiences of Diversity at Harvard College

Ge Jin
Supervisor: Bo-Mi Choi

Noise, Not Heaven: Habermas, Religion, and the Divine Decay

David Robert Johnson
Supervisor: Lucas Fain

"Become What You Are!": Nietzsche's Dual-Aspect Ethics

Margaret Eve Johnson
Supervisor: Chris Sturr

Politics of Education: The Divisive Nature of Privatization and School Reform in Chile

Thomas Armistead Johnson
Supervisor: Ted Macdonald

Policin' in the Delta: An Examination of Policing Strategies, Race Relations, and the Penal System in the Louisiana Delta

Anooj Rasik Kansara
Supervisor: Bo-Mi Choi

Things in Our Hands: Adorno, Heidegger, and Affect
Ja Kyung Kim  
Supervisor: Nicole Newendorp  

*Crackdown on Migrant Workers in South Korea: A Ailemma of Citizenship*

James Maxwell Larkin  
Supervisor: Prevelakis  

*Middle Distance: Politics, Responsibility, and Max Weber's Interpretive Sociology*

Eliza Ann Lehner  
Supervisor: Sheila Jasonoff  

*Conceiving the Impact: Connecting Population Growth and Environmental Sustainability*

Stephany Yu-Zhu Lin  
Supervisor: Jennifer Darrah  

*Making Place for Belonging: Migration and Public Space Among Turkish Women in Copenhagen*

Elise Xixian Liu  
Supervisor: Thomas Ponniah  

*Consuming Charity*

Robert Gould Bush Long  
Supervisor: Healan Gaston  

*Refining Fire: How Harvard's Christian Students Navigate a Secular and Plural University*

Alexandra MooTong Lu  
Supervisor: Eric Beerbohm  

*Reframing Rights: Understanding the Problems and Promise of Rights Discourse in the United States*
Tessa Kathleen Lyons-Laing  
Supervisor: Kiku Adatto

Perfecting and Puncturing the American Dream: A Study of Mad Men

Jacob Michael McNulty  
Supervisor: Michael Rosen

What Is "Rational" In the "Rational State"?: An Essay on Hegel's Philosophy of Right

Jillian Courtney Meriweather  
Supervisor: Chiwen Bao


Edlira Nasi  
Supervisor: Ioanna Tourkochoriti

Effect of European Union Law on Greek Immigration Law and Human Rights

Daniel Paul Nelson  
Supervisor: David Lamberth

Investigation/Critique of Jamesian Epistemology, Jamesian Moral Psychology, and Rawlsian Social Theory, By Way of a Hypothesis of Apophatic Absolute Idealism (Or Mysticism)

Elizabeth Jane Newton  
Supervisor: John Stauffer

Racial Hypochondria: White Americans' Agonizing Identification with "Blackness," 1830-1861

Robert Louis Nightingale  
Supervisor: Oliver Simons

Testing the West: Advertising in the German Democratic Republic During the Wende
Chika Ashley Okoro
Supervisor: Sadhana Bery

United We Stand, Divided We Fall: Views of Group Identity and Group Responsibility Amongst Young Black Professionals

Alix Michelle Olian
Supervisor: Chiwen Bao

Charter for Reform: How and Why Race Matters When Educating Racial Minority Students

Oded Oren
Supervisor: Anne Monius

And Mettā to the Palestinians?: Practices of Meditation and Self-Transformation in Contemporary Israel

Lauren Schanz Packard
Supervisor: Kyoko Sato

More Gardens! More Justice! More Peas!: An Analysis of New York City's Community Garden Movement

Souvik Paul
Supervisor: Stephen Walt

Constructing Threat: An Ideological Realist Interpretation of the India-Pakistan Conflict

Krishna Madhav Prabhu
Supervisor: Van Tran

Learning to Doctor: Teamwork, Social Cohesion and Health Care in South Africa

Arjun Ravi Ramamurti
Supervisor: Mary-Jo Good

Eclectic Philosophers: Mill, Stephen, James and the Origins of Liberal Value Pluralism
Gita Ravi Ramamurti  
Supervisor: James Kloppenberg  
*Effectiveness of Early Child Development Programs: Government and NGOs in India's Integrated Child Development Services Scheme*

Jean-Louis Rochet  
Supervisor: Sadhana Bery  
*Exilio, Then and Now: The Declining Cohesion of Cubans in Puerto Rico*

Robert Benjamin Schaaf  
Supervisor: Kevin Caffrey  
*Xiahe's Ethnic Tourism: Contested Identities in a Powered Space*

Nathaniel Moore Schmookler  
Supervisor: Eric Malczewski  
*From Dixieland to Wal-Mart Country*

Leah Rose Schwartz  
Supervisor: Ann Owens  
*To Own at any Cost: The Foreclosure Crisis, the Homeownership Ideology, And the Pursuit of Equality in America*

Jessica Sequeira  
Supervisor: Richard Tuck  
*Ghost in the Machine*

Reema Bharat Shah  
Supervisor: Robert Bates  
*Fork in the Road: Pashtun's Divergent Political Trajectories in South Asia*
Rachel Stark
Supervisor: Andy Jewett

Truth, Lies, and Ideology: Orwell, Solzhenitsyn, and the Artistic Struggle Against Totalitarianism

Molly M. Strauss
Supervisor: Thomas Ponniah

Organizing Against Oil: The Sierra Club Responds to the Deepwater Horizon Blowout

Helen Dora Strom
Supervisor: Ted Macdonald

"I Am Free and Not an Indio; I Am Guarayo:" Plurinationalism, Decolonization, and Ethnicity in Evo Morales's Bolivia

David Thomas Tao
Supervisor: Rebecca Galemba

Social and Economic Incorporation of Sub-Saharan African Migrants and Refugees in Contemporary Rome, Italy

Eric Taylor
Supervisor: Alex Gourevitch

Popular Inadequacy: Reflections on Capitalist Crisis Theory

Marguerite Thorp
Supervisor: Ted Macdonald

What's Left of Rights?: Obstacles and Experiments in Realizing the Right to Health in Malawi

Gabriel Mangabeira Unger
Supervisor: Richard Tuck

Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy
Upasana Unni
Supervisor: Kevin Caffrey

*From Tigers to Transnational Governance: The Changing Methodologies of Sri Lankan Tamil Diaspora Activists*

Tara Venkatraman
Supervisor: Susan Marine

"Woman Who Shouts": Coming to Voice as a Young Urban Female Leader

Vidya Bhavani Viswanathan
Supervisor: Nara Dillon

*Dueling Nationalisms: The Influence of History Education on Student Nationalism in China and Taiwan*

Alexander Maloney Wheen
Supervisor: Tal Arbel

*Rethinking the Performativity of Economics*

Mariana Beatriz Zobel de Ayala
Supervisor: Sergio Silva-Castenada